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Abstract
By their advantages, transdermal therapeutic systems (TTSs) represent an alternative to the conventional pharmaceutical
forms. In this study, 3 formulations of TTSs with indomethacin (IND) were developed, which were subjected to analysis by
model-independent (by calculation of the f1 and f2 factors; linearization by simple regression), respectively model-dependent
methods (modelling with Higuchi function). Release evaluation of the IND was performed using the Franz diffusion cell
method through a synthetic or biological membrane, at pH 5.5 and pH 7.4. The obtained results showed that although
differences were observed between the analysed release profiles, at an evaluation of the f2 factors there were observed
similarities in the shapes of the release curves. By simple linear regression it was determined the diffusion flux through the
membranes, which varied depending on the pH and on the type of membrane: 0.749 - 80.270 g/cm2h. The R² < 1 values
denote the influence of the ingredients in the IND release. Under certain experimental conditions, the IND 3 formulation
maintains the steady state for 28 hours at pH 5.5, respectively 12 hours at pH 7.4.

Rezumat
Datorită avantajelor pe care le conferă, sistemele terapeutice transdermice (STT) reprezintă o alternativă la formele
farmaceutice convenţionale. În acest studiu s-au dezvoltat 3 formulări de STT cu indometacin (IND), care au fost supuse
analizei prin metode model-independente (calcularea factorilor f1 și f2; liniarizarea prin regresie simplă), respectiv modeldependente (modelare cu funcția Higuchi). Evaluarea cedării IND s-a realizat prin metoda cu celula difuzimetrică Franz,
studiul efectuându-se prin membrană sintetică sau biologică, la pH 5,5 și pH 7,4. Rezultatele obținute au arătat că deși au fost
observate diferenţe între curbele de cedare analizate, la o evaluare a factorilor f2 s-a observat o similaritate în alura curbelor
de cedare. Prin liniarizarea prin regresie simplă s-a determinat fluxul prin membrane, care a variat în funcţie de pH şi de tipul
membranei: 0,749 - 80,270 g/cm2h. Valorile R² < 1 denotă influenţa ingredientelor în cedarea IND. În anumite condiții
experimentale, formularea IND3 menține starea de echilibru 28 ore la pH 5,5, respectiv 12 ore la pH 7,4.
Keywords: indomethacin, transdermal systems, diffusion flux, release profile

Introduction

but the gastric side effects can also occur [12, 22].
Recent studies showed that over 30 millions of people
are using substances from this class of drugs, 40 %
being over 65 years old [6, 14]. Indomethacin (IND)
belongs to the NSAIDs class often used in inflammatory
pathologies. To decrease the side effects of the
NSAIDs, and especially of the IND, and taking into
consideration the percentage of people that needs this
type of medication, the development of transdermal
therapeutic systems (TTSs) can bring a considerable
interest due to the ease of administration. The diffusion
process of an active substance from the matrix type

Administration of a drug by the transdermal route can
be used for pain treatment when oral administration
intolerance occurs (dysphagia, constipation). In this
way, a safer administration is ensured [2, 4, 5, 18],
especially for the patients who cannot administer
themselves the doses of the non-steroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) like indomethacin,
diclofenac, meloxicam etc. [22, 23]. It is well known
that the NSAIDs, by their mechanism of action, are
decreasing the pain which can appear in rheumatic
diseases when are administered orally repeatedly,
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TTS is a complex process, characterized by the
mobilization of the drug molecules through the
polymeric chains of the matrix when it is applied on
the skin. In experimental conditions, similar to the
physiological ones, this passive process is followed
by releasing of the drug from the polymeric matrix
and by crossing the test membrane. On the other hand,
the availability of a drug from TTS is influenced by
the independent variable “time” and also by the
formulation and testing variables [1, 2, 9, 16]. The
aim of the study consists of a comparative analysis
of the releasing profiles of IND from TTSs, using
mathematical models.

and biological membrane: pig ear skin (BM) with a
thickness < 1 mm. Biological membranes require a
special treatment [11, 22]. Excess fat was removed
and hairless pig ear skin was stored in a freezer at
-26ºC for less than six months. Before starting the
release studies each membrane was equilibrated for
30 minutes in the dissolution medium. The SM was
placed between the compartments of the FDC. The
pig ear skin pieces were placed over the FDC with the
epidermal side in contact with the donor compartment.
IND patches with 2.54 cm² surface were subsequently
applied to the membrane in the donor compartment
and covered with parafilm to avoid evaporation.
Samples of definite volume (1 mL) were withdrawn
at regular intervals from the receptor compartment
followed by replacement with equal volume of fresh
medium solution. The samples were analysed using
a HPLC Agilent Technologies 1100 Series (USA)
at a wavelength of 320 nm.
Analysis methods of the release profiles
For drug release studies, the diffusion flux was
calculated at steady state from the slope of the straight
portion of the curve. The obtained results were fitted
into the Higuchi model by using DDSolver Add-In
Program software. By pairwise procedure method
two parameters were calculated: f1 (difference factor)
and f2 (similarity factor), using the equations [24]:

Materials and Methods
Chemicals
The pharmaceutical substances used in the study were:
indomethacin - IND (Sigma Aldrich Milano, Italy),
hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose 15000 - HPMC15000
(Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., Ltd. Tokyo, Japan), hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose E5 - HPMCE5 (Dow Chemical
Co., Midland, USA), propylene glycol - PG (Scharlau
Chemie, Barcelona, Spain), ethanol (Chemical Comp.,
Romania), Tween 20 - Tw20 (Sigma Aldrich Milano,
Italy). Ultrapure water was prepared with a Millipore
Direct QS distiller. All other reagents and solvents
were of analytical grade.
Preparation of the indomethacin TTSs
In this study three compositions of IND TTSs were
obtained (Table I) by solvent evaporation technique
[13, 20].
Table I
Compositions of the proposed formulations

𝒇𝟏 = {[∑𝒏𝒕=𝟏 |𝑹𝒕 − 𝑻𝒕 |]/[∑𝒏𝒕=𝟏 𝑹𝒕 ]} ∙ 𝟏𝟎𝟎

where: f1 expresses % of the differences calculated
for each point of the two curves and it is the
measurement of the relative error between two release
profiles compared. When the dissolution profile
using the tested formulation and the reference one
are the same, f1 has zero value and it increases with
the dissimilarity of the analyzed formulas [9, 19].

Compositions (mg/2.54 cm2) IND1 IND2 IND3
Drug
IND
3.37 3.37 3.37
Polymers
HPMCE5
20.20
HPMC15000
6.70 10.10
Other excipients
Alcohol
200 200 200
PG
70
70
70
Tween20
20
20
20
Ultrapure water
370 390 380

𝒇𝟐 = 𝟓𝟎 ∙ 𝒍𝒐𝒈 {[𝟏 + (𝟏/𝒏)∑𝒏𝒕=𝟏 (𝑹𝒕 − 𝑻𝒕 )𝟐 ]−𝟎.𝟓 ∙ 𝟏𝟎𝟎

where: f2 expresses % of the similarity of the two
curves and it can be used frequently for comparison of
the release profiles of the oral solid pharmaceutical
forms [3, 10, 26]. When two release profiles of the
active ingredient are the same, f2 = 50 - 100 [10, 13,
20]; n is the number of the determination times; Rt the average release percentage from the reference
drug at time t after the initiation of the test; Tt - the
average percentage from the drug tested, dissolved
at time t after the initiation of the test.

In vitro drug released studies
Release studies were carried out at 32 ± 0.5ºC using
the Franz diffusion cell (FDC) (Hanson Research)
with an available diffusion area of 2.5434 cm² and
14 mL of the receptor compartment placed on a
magnetic stirrer (300 RPM). The acceptor media were
phosphate buffer solutions at pH 5.5 and pH 7.4.
Drug release studies were performed on two types
of membranes: nylon type synthetic membrane (SM):
25 mm diameter, 0.45 µm thickness, Teknokroma,

Results and Discussion
Results of the in vitro drug release studies of transdermal patches of IND1, IND2 and IND3 are presented
in Figures 1 - 4. The release profiles were obtained
by plotting the cumulative amount of IND per area
permeated against time.
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Figure 1.
The release profiles of IND through
synthetic membrane at pH 5.5

Figure 2.
The release profiles of IND through
synthetic membrane at pH 7.4

Figure 3.
The release profiles of IND through
biological membrane at pH 5.5

Figure 4.
The release profiles of IND through
biological membrane at pH 7.4

The diffusion flux of IND at steady state across the
tested membranes was calculated by linear regression
from the slope of the curve on the linear portion.
Kinetic analysis was performed with Higuchi-Tlag and
Higuchi-F0 mathematical models (model-dependent
method) which were applied on the curve portion
corresponding to the IND released between 2 - 30
hours. Results of diffusion flux of IND through SM
and BM and kinetic mathematical models analysis
are shown in Table II and Table III.

Different values of IND diffusion flow show that
each TTS had a particular behaviour, dependent on
the pH, on the tested membranes type and also on the
composition of the polymer matrix. Diffusion flow
values varied between: 0.749 - 80.270 g/cm2h, the
lowest flow being observed for the formulation IND2
through BM at pH 5.5, and the highest flow was
observed for the formulation IND1 through SM at
pH 7.4.
Table II
IND release kinetics - SM

SM
Formula
Diffusion flux
J (g/cm2h) ± SD

pH 5.5
pH 7.4
IND1
IND2
IND3
IND1
IND2
IND3
14.530
6.183
2.749
80.270
70.940
31.340
± 0.750
± 0.515 ± 0.033
± 0.665
± 2.291
± 1.734
ti (h)
4.05
2.10
2.10
2.10
4.05
6.00
Steady state
tf (h)
7.95
5.85
30.00
5.85
7.95
12.00
Kinetic analysis
0.5
Higuchi with Tlag: F=kH*(t-Tlag) ; (kH: Higuchi release constant; Tlag: lag time prior to drug release; R2: correlation
coefficient)
kH
51.333
26.203
14.957
157.222 216.063 158.944
Tlag (h)
3.355
4.196
4.483
1.333
1.804
1.822
R2
0.9377
0.9378
0.9388
0.9667
0.9567
0.9560
Higuchi with F0: F=F0+kH*t0.5; (Fo: initial fraction of the drug in the solution resulting from a burst release)
kH
67.201
34.875
20.116
178.953 262.334 193.672
2
F0 (g/cm )
R2
0.9788
0.9788
0.9788
0.9788
0.9788
0.9788
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Table III
IND release kinetics - BM
BM
Formula
Diffusion flux
J (g/cm2h)±SD

pH 5.5
pH 7.4
IND2
IND3
IND1
IND2
IND3
0.749
0.709
18.850
0.776
1.277
± 0.035
± 0.048
± 0.342
± 0.051
± 0.036
ti (h)
10.05
10.05
8.10
10.05
2.10
Steady state
tf (h)
24.00
30.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
Kinetic analysis
Higuchi with Tlag: F=kH*(t-Tlag)0.5; (kH: Higuchi release constant; Tlag: lag time prior to drug release; R2: correlation
coefficient)
kH
24.093
3.119
2.652
76.516
3.300
8.232
Tlag (h)
8.269
8.548
7.983
7.278
9.103
6.438
R2
0.9596
0.9607
0.9580
0.9542
0.9625
0.9491
Higuchi with F0: F=F0+kH*t0.5; (Fo: initial fraction of the drug in the solution resulting from a burst release)
kH
34.634
4.479
3.789
108.285
4.713
11.472
F0 (gcm-2)
R2
0.9698
0.9672
0.9732
0.9776
0.9614
0.9788
IND1
6.357
± 0.194
10.05
24.00

One limiting factor of the IND diffusion flow through
the tested membranes was the pH of the acceptor
media. It can be noticed a significantly higher flow
(up to 20 times higher) at pH 7.4 vs. pH 5.5. A
second limiting factor was the type of membrane. It
was seen for all the proposed TTSs that the flow
values obtained through the biological membrane are
lower than those through the synthetic membrane.
The differences between the flow values can also be
assigned to the type of polymeric matrices. Higher
flow values were observed for the formulations which
contain a low viscosity polymer - HPMCE5 compared
to the formulations with a high viscosity polymer HPMC15000.
The Higuchi model characterizes the kinetic release
process of the substances which are water-soluble
or sparingly soluble incorporated into solid or semisolid matrices and is indicated to describe the diffusion
process of the drugs from transdermal systems [7,
8, 17, 27].
Under certain experimental conditions, the proposed
formulations of TTSs may maintain the steady state

for a more extended period of time. We can assign a
particular note to the IND3 formulation which, under
skin-like pH conditions and through SM, reaches
the steady state in 2 hours and maintains it for 28
hours. At pH 7.4, through BM, the steady state is
maintained for 12 hours. These results suggest that
it is possible to optimize the kinetic parameters
calculated by modelling with the Higuchi function.
In this way it is possible to increase the flow of IND
through the membranes and at the same time, the
steady state can be maintained for at least 12 hours.
A well-known approach used to evaluate the kinetic
release of IND from TTSs is a model independent
method which analyses two factors: f1 - difference
factor and f2 - similarity factor.
To evaluate the release profiles of IND from the
proposed formulations, a similar product with
indomethacin was chosen as reference (Ref). The
statistical results obtained by comparing the data of
the Ref with the data of the formulations tested in
the study are presented in Table IV.
Table IV
Results of in vitro dissolution profile comparison

pH 5.5

pH 7.4

Values of difference factor f1 and similarity factor f2
f1
f2
f1
f2
Reference
Test
SM
BM
Ref
IND1
149
59
821
70
Ref
IND2
19
94
15
99
Ref
IND3
33
85
20
98
Ref
IND1
121
61
72
65
Ref
IND2
23
74
94
52
Ref
IND3
34
68
80
54
f1 ∈ [ 0,15 ]; f2 ∈ [50,100]

Model independent approaches are represented by
the calculation of the factors f1 and f2. Their values,
calculated with DDSolver Add-In Program software,
show a different behavior of the release profiles of the

drug from the tested formulations. These aspects can
be explained by the formulation variables such as:
type of the polymer used and also the concentration
of the polymer. Small differences can be seen in the
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values of f2 factors obtained for the formulas IND2
and IND3, formulas that differ through the HPMC15000
concentration. On the other hand, it has been observed
that at pH 5.5 and also at pH 7.4 were obtained
values of the f1 factors higher than 15. These values
show a different allure of the releasing curves as a
result of the influences of the formulations variables.
Despite that, because values of the f2 factors are
between 50 and 100, we can conclude that there is a
similarity between them.
The differences between the values of the factors f1
and f2 also suggest the influence of the membrane
type used during the study (synthetic or biological).

This influence was obvious for the determinations
realised at the pH 7.4 and also at pH 5.5.
To estimate the relationship between the quantities of
drug released (dependent variable) and time
(independent variable) it was applied the linearization
of the curves using simple regression. For the
statistical analysis of the individual curves were
followed the modifications of the correlation
coefficients R² [25, 27] and the significance of the
differences between the regression line. The results
of the linearization using simple regression are
presented in Table V.
Table V
Results of linearization by simple regression

pH

Membrane
SM

pH 5.5
BM

SM
pH 7.4
BM

Linearization by simple regression
Formula
Straight equation
IND1
y = 0.6998x + 1.4400
IND2
y = 0.3632x + 0.3770
IND3
y = 0.2095x + 0.1240
IND1
y = 0.3681x - 1.4980
IND2
y = 0.0479x - 0.2093
IND3
y = 0.0400x - 0.1440
IND1
y = 1.8640x + 13.080
IND2
y = 2.7320x + 13.720
IND3
y = 2.0170x + 9.9230
IND1
y = 1.3100x - 3.0300
IND2
y = 0.0512x - 0.2526
IND3
y = 0.1195x - 0.1995

The strong dependence between the amount of released
drug and time is based on the values of coefficient
R2 and the positive correlation indicated by the
positive values of the regression slopes. The values
of the coefficient R2 have variations between 0.8001
- 0.9987, which suggests the fact that there are also
other factors that influence the releasing of the drug
from the obtained TTSs. The composition
variability is one of the most critical factors which
discriminates the proposed formulations in the study.
The sorts of cellulose-derived polymers selected as
film formers had a discriminant role in the release
process. Variability of the results can be correlated
with their physical and chemical properties. Based on
the results acquired, we can conclude that there is a
directly proportional relation between the viscosity of
the polymers, their concentration and the influence
that they had over the amount of IND released from
the proposed formulations.
The release rate of the drug formulated as TTS can
be directly influenced by a physical factor such as
the hydration degree of the polymeric matrix as a
result of the occlusion of the TTS in the upper part,
which occurs in the administration moment. A
consequence of this phenomenon consists in the
transformation of the polymeric matrix in a gel form,
favouring the drug molecules migration through the
polymeric chain. Also, in this stage, the entire complex

R²
0.9783
0.9913
0.9987
0.9447
0.9280
0.9285
0.8001
0.8818
0.9094
0.9642
0.8830
0.9601

of excipients can have an essential role because of
the bonds that are being established between them
and the active ingredient.
Results of the correlation coefficients also suggest
that the release rate of IND is controlled by the pH
of the acceptor media. With only few exceptions it
can be observed that the R2 values were higher at a
pH of 5.5 compared to the pH of 7.4. This fact can
indicate that at a pH similar to the blood, the drug
concentration released is less influenced by the
composition of the formulations or by the diffusion
process. Also, the higher viscosity of HPMC15000 could
determine the prolonged retention of the active
ingredient molecules between the polymeric chains
(“more dense molecular chain”).
Conclusions
The availability of the IND from the proposed
TTSs formulations is influenced by the formulation
variables and also by the testing conditions. In
comparison with a reference product, the values of
the difference factors (f1>15) showed that there are
differences between all the three formulations proposed,
but the importance of the similarity factors f2 between
50 and 100 suggested that there is a similarity
between the allure of the releasing curves.
Linearization using simple regression of the releasing
profiles has allowed the calculation of the R2. With
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the exception of the time influence, the obtained
parameters conducted to the conclusion that the
amount of released drug is also influenced by other
factors such as the variability of compositions and
experimental conditions.
Linear regression analysis is correlated with the release
rate of IND from the TTSs. We can conclude that
the pH of the acceptor media exerts a significant
influence on the release rate of the drug, at a pH of
7.4 the release rate of the IND being much higher
than at pH 5.5. The particularities of each testing
membrane conducted to the conclusion that the release
rate of the drug is influenced directly by this variable,
observing a decrease of the release rate as follows:
SM < BM. The release rate of the IND from the
TTS was directly influenced by the type of polymeric
matrix which conducts to the conclusion that it
decreases with the increasing polymer viscosity.
In conclusion, the pH of the acceptor media, type of
tested membranes, the sorts of HPMC and their
concentration in the proposed formulations, had a
direct influence on the release profile of IND from
hydrated TTSs matrices type.
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